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Good to know:

LEIPA Square Delta impresses with its 

look and feel and sets sustainable 

standards. The image printing paper 

based on 100% recycled fibres with the 

best printability and printability. 

With LEIPA Square Delta, designers 

have a sustainable alternative at their 

disposal that offers impressive and 

tactile print results with a very special 

touch. And at the same time an ideal 

potential for the right storytelling - on 

paper and beyond. In line with the 

circular economy concept, all papers in 

the LEIPA Square series fulfil the highest 

standards for sustainable, contemporary 

paper and environmentally friendly 
production.

LEIPA Square Delta  
(matt coated with volume) 

LEIPA Square Delta is the special picture printing paper from 
the sustainable LEIPA Circology Edition: thanks to its 
increased volume and modern matt finish, Delta offers a 
unique visual and tactile experience.
Delta also opens up the possibility of reducing grammage 
and thus conserving resources thanks to lower logistics and 
postage costs - without any loss of opacity, feel or quality. On 
the contrary. With grammages ranging from 60 to 170 g/m², 
Delta covers a wide range of applications. From inside to 
cover.

Printing process:

Applications (selection):

» Magazines

» Sustainability reports

» Brochures

» CSR reports

» Inserts

» Catalogues

» Annual reports

» Flyers & advertising

» Instructions

» Books & periodicals

» Infopost

» Brochures

The special added value for even more sustainability:

With the additional care and care+ options, you can make 
more in-depth statements in terms of responsibility and 
sustainability. From the Blue Angel to the use of 100% 
electricity from renewable sources and a financial climate 
contribution (in Gold Standard projects) with 
ClimatePartner.

Contact LEIPA Group GmbH | Kuhheide 34 | 16303 Schwedt/Oder | Germany | www.leipa.com/square | circology@leipa.com | +49 30 56295-2244

Certified 
sustainability:




